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We&apos;ve noticed great improvement in keeping our kids safe. However we still have a long way to
proceed! * Apply &apos; Discover how to: * Utilize the powerful &apos; * Become a positive, effective
advocate for child protection and respect. The basic safety of kids is usually everybody&apos;s business!
Unfortunately, the fear of feeling uncomfortable and not knowing what to do often get in the way of
acquiring effective action.People Protection&apos; model, beginning in the home and extending to neighbors,
institutions, sports, and beyond. Doing Best by OUR CHILDREN creates a full circle of safety, getting
adults on the same page--in families, schools, companies, and communities. * Consider charge of two critical
factors that induce vulnerable situations. Research has shown that bullying, abuse, and other dangerous
childhood experiences cause suffering not only when they happen, but can negatively affect individuals
throughout their lives.In the Moment&apos; ways of stop problems from developing. * Teach confidence-
building safety skills for children, and strategies that adults have to know. * Use powerful keys to persuade
larger organizations to take action to protect child safety and respect at all amounts. education for all
ages and abilities.Safety in All Levels&apos; * Reward toolkit: Essential skills, strategies, and methods from
Kidpower®, a successful global leader in &apos;
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Useful tools I had the opportunity to learn an advance copy to do Right by our Kids, and was blown away
by it. It's packed full of examples, checklists, things to consider, ways to realistically discuss these issues
with children or with caregivers.It offers suggestions to administrators of agencies that interface with
children including concrete materials relating to training and handbooks.It gives guidance about identifying
personal boundaries, communicating boundaries to children while recognizing their increasing dependence on
independence, methods to talk to babysitters about safety rules, and above-all methods to spot our very
own obstacles to getting child (or our own! Thank you for such a comprehensive and practical source for
parents, caregivers, instructors, educators and everyone who cares about the basic safety of kids (and
adults)! Doing Right by Our Kids is a useful guidebook that will assist parents make more educated and
effective choices with regards to keeping kids physically and emotionally secure, while also supporting them
in having their freedom.This book doesn't identify a concern and leave you determining how exactly to solve
it, it offers the material you need, and pointers to other groups and resources to dig even deeper. A
ROBUST Resource that Anyone Can Use Doing Right by Our Kids presents timely stories and offers useful
and actionable solutions that anyone may use, whether a instructor, parent of safety office. Doing Right by
OUR CHILDREN focuses on what we are able to do, and how exactly we can help kids build skills. I did
receive an advance copy - but would buy and recommend this book to anyone. There is no gap right here

between any idea and how exactly to put into action it. I am extremely grateful that this book came into
my entire life. This is usually what we've been missing.” As a mother and a martial arts school owner, this
reserve resonated with me on so many levels. This is a great reserve for anyone thinking about personal
safety or self-defense, despite the fact that it's directed to child-safety. Many thanks, Irene and Amy! I
liked the Bonus ToolKit which gives even more useful assets and actions you can take. The good examples
are engaging and true, and the suggestions are do-able. Incredible resources for anybody with kids within
their lives! Irene van der Zande and Amy Tiemann are both experts in child rearing and personal safety. I
want them to take pleasure from becoming curious in the world and learning from myriad encounters
throughout their lives. They strike a balance between keeping kids secure and also allowing kids
independence to take risks and learn how to end up being themselves in the globe. In the event that you
care about kids, you need to read this publication!If you're a teacher, innovator, minister, parent, or simply
a human surviving in a complicated globe, that is good stuff. In today's troubled times, I think everyone is
searching for a resource to help them better safeguard our children - which book really delivers. Amazing
child safety and advocacy resource Doing Right by OUR CHILDREN not merely presents concise, usable info
and education on basic safety skills meant for kids, but presents an action intend to help implement the
skills. As a pediatrician, I have referred my individuals to the Kidpower internet site, but now plan to also
refer my patients to this book. The info presented can help parents use their children on essential age
appropriate safety skills as well as help parents advocate with institutions, sports teams, and other caring
adults to maintain their children safe. I especially like that parents can figure out how to practice the
skills with children within an an age-appropriate method that is positive. The action plans by the end of the
chapters are so helpful to review what is protected in each chapter and how I could put the abilities to
use right away. I particularly like the information on advocating within the institution system to decrease
bullying and to better support our children at school. It demonstrated me some areas where I believe I
am really doing a good work and others where I could improve, and has offered me with the various tools
to be a assured advocate for my child. Outstanding source for keeping our kids safe! This book is an
incredible resource for anybody who wants to help the kids in their lives maintain themselves safe and move

confidently through childhood and adolescence into adulthood. easy to navigate and find answers to
questions I really like how it covers basically everything you need to know about safety but Also contains
guidelines on how best to practise skills and build good habits.) safety into priority above personal
embarrassment or other issues. A valuable tool for anybody with kids in their lives Doing Right by Our Kids



provides parents and caregivers simple skills to teach kids about personal security. It is a very important
tool to use to practice these skills. When I read this book, I thought "this is so important therefore
simple!". (With family, close friends, neighbors, baby sitters, schools, sports, religious companies, and college)
They acknowledge that it's sometimes difficult for us (parents, family members and additional adults that
care about the safety of kids) to take the steps needed, plus they empower us by reminding us that “The
basic safety and well-becoming of a kid are more essential than anyone’s embarrassment, inconvenience or
criminal offense. I could and do use these skills at an adult! So much important info and skills to put to use
right away! I really enjoyed the Basic safety Check up's at the end of each chapter to review what was
covered. I was relieved to see all the tools and abilities provided throughout the book after each issue or
concern about security was discussed. The non-public examples distributed by the authors were so helpful,
and have provided me a blueprint on how best to gracefully handle hard conversations with empathy and
respect while standing up your ground.A great present for the parents, teachers, principals, camp
administrators, school libraries, ministers, youth-group leaders, coaches, and others in your life who value
the safety of kids (and adults). A lot of information out there can feel very dread mongering, but this
reserve provides valuable details in a very practical way, taking into consideration all sides of the discussion.
Excellent book! I must say i loved the section, "Replacing Denial, Dread and Panic with Planning, Skills and

Prevention" Information that is essential for parents, teachers, administrators, business owners I was
fortunate enough to be given a sophisticated reader duplicate of “Doing Best by Our Kids: Protecting Child
Protection at All Levels. Whether you are a mother or father, an educator, a business owner, or someone
seeking to become more informed, this reserve is a must go through. Amy Tiemann and Irene van der
Zande offer stories and concrete, useful tools for how to make this globe safer for our children so they
can participate in school, on sports teams, at camp, in locations of worship, at home, out in the world, and
even in college with independence and confidence. Such situations include utilizing a baby sitter, kids’s “play
dates,” rest overs, teen parties, cyber bullying, sports occasions, church gatherings, dating, attending college
and also being stopped by the police. Important resource for those who value child safety I am not really a
parent myself yet, but I do have kids in my life who I care about. Amy Tiemann and Iene van der Zande
have done an excellent job of writing an extremely readable, right down to earth book about keeping our
kids safe. The reserve includes background information, “true people” examples, and specific steps / plans to
use in various situations. I began practicing these skills with my young children and I came across that I
discovered as very much for myself for the kids in my life.” If you value children and their physical and
emotional wellness, read this reserve! But simultaneously, the authors identify those internal and external
obstacles, and provide concrete ways to handle them. It was almost as tricky for me as a parent never to
"over-protect" my kids because of al the potential risks in the globe. But using the wisdom found in this
reserve and in KIDPOWER courses, helped me to instruct my kids the basic safety habits THEY need, so I
can let them spread their wings. Positive Stories & Strategies to Understand, Prevent & Respond to Abuse
Benjamin Franklin is credited with the quotation “Tell me and I'll forget, teach me personally and I might
remember, involve me and We learn.” This text message is made to help us all learn how to prevent misuse
by understanding and practicing “Kidpower’s Ten Primary People Safety Skills for Both Adults and Kids.”
The authors use stories, current events and professional assets to ground the usage of “Safety Skills” in
the day-to-day lives of people, both with and without exceptionalities, in home, college, and community
settings. Doing Right by OUR CHILDREN is thoughtfully created with updated, practical tools for anyone
who is around children in virtually any capacity . Best book about protection for parents! Similarly, specialists

are provided guidelines, strategies and resources to design and implement learning environments that
improve the interactional safety of learners from kindergarten through university. Such a good resource.
Parents are provided age specific approaches to engage their children in learning, practicing and using ways
of recognize and respond to risky face-to-encounter and online situations. There are specific chapters for



families, academic institutions, youth-serving organizations, and much more. The Reward Toolkit can be
concise and a great reference section. What's shared is based on years of encounters and successful
strategies. You will want to learn this and talk about it with others. Gratitude for this amazing book Since
an anxious person and an anxious mother or father, this book is certainly a salve! It was breath-taking to
understand that all the skills I desperately desire my kids to learn, can be taught in ways that promote
self-confidence and joy instead of fear. In the decades I've trained and taught martial arts and women's
and teen self-protection, I've read a whole lot of what this genre has to offer. This book requires parents
from preschool to college, expertly pointing out that not only parents, but teachers, coaches, counselors
and other adult leaders have unlimited possibilities to advocate for and promote the protection of young
people. Just what a different world it might be if everyone read this reserve and followed the rules and
examples! It's so easy to end up being overwhelmed by the issues our kids might face and the scary tales
all around us.
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